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Let X, , 31c,, X, , -X, be Hilbert spaces and A E B( & , 4 ), B E B(3E02, XL), 
C E B($, X,). Fix an operator XE B(#*, XJ, consider the operator 
matrix T, from x1 0 #* to ,& @ ZZ defined by 
T.yE A B [ 1 c x’
If there is an operator XE B(xZ, x2) such that U, is a contraction, that is, 
llTxlI d 1 or equivalently 0 - T;U, 3 0, then 
A*A+C*C<I, (1) 
AA* + BB* <I. (2) 
The converse (Theorem 1) was established by S. Parrott in [4] and the 
operator XE B(r%;, xz) for which U, is a contraction was parametrized in 
CL 21. 
Thereafter the Parrott theorem was strengthened as follows. Let 2 be a 
Hilbert space and suppose that operators X, E B(#, #,), XZ E B(A?“, Z;), 
Y, E B(A?, %), Y, E B(Z”, x1) satisfy the relation 
x:x, + x2*x, = Y: Y, + Yz* Y>. (3) 
If there is an operator XE B(sZ, x1) such that U,y is a contraction and 
then 
AX,+BX,= Y,, (4) 
A*Y,+C*Y?=X,. (5) 
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The converse (Theorem 2), called the strong Parrott theorem, has been 
proved by C. Foia? and A. Tannenbaum in [3]. 
In this paper, using a well known Schur theorem, we give an alternative 
approach to these problems, which is completely different from [3]. 
The Schur theorem says that an operator matrix [it t;] is positive 
semi-definite if and only if A, 3 0, A2 = A:. and 
Here the expression .4 ;’ ‘A2 means that ran(A,) is contained in ran(A :;?), 
hence A;’ ‘A2 is a bounded operator where A;“’ denotes the inverse 
operator of At ‘lker,A;:‘l. Remark that A ; ‘:‘A1 is computed as 
A;‘~2A2=strong-lim (A, +&Z)-“‘A2. (6) El0 
Thus CA, .4J ” “‘1 b 0 if and only if there is a (unique) contraction Z from 
ran(A2’) to ran(A:“) such that 
For a contraction T, let us use the notation 
D,E (I- T*T)“‘. 
Then inequality (1) means that A is a contraction and K= D,;‘C* is a 
contraction. Similarly (2) means that A* is a contraction and L = D,,‘B is 
a contraction. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that (1) and (2) are tlalid for A, B, and C. Then 
there is an operator XE B(*?, X,) such that T,v is a contraction. Further- 
more w,ith the contractions K= D;‘C* and L = D;.‘B. the operator U,y.for 
an operator X is a contraction [f and only if X is of the form 
X= -K*A*L+ D K ZD L7 
where Z is any contraction from ran(D,) to ran(D,). 
Proof. Suppose that (1) and (2) are valid. Remark that T,Y is a 
contraction if and only if 
3 0, 
THE STRONG PARROTT THEOREM 
which is equivalent to 
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I A 0 B 
A,= A4* I ‘* ’ 30. [ 1 0 c I x B* 0 X* I 
It follows from the Schur theorem that A,- > 0 if and only if 
[i* I>([;* :]--‘:‘[d: :I)*([;* :I-‘:‘[:* :I)- 
If A is a strict contraction, that is, 11 AlI < 1, then [ .i* :] is invertible and 
Thus, according to the formula (6) we can conclude that A,20 if and 
only if 
o< 
[ 
Z-(D,‘C*)* (D,‘C*) X+ (D,;‘C*)* A*(D,.‘B) 
’ X* + (D.y.LB)*A(D;‘C*) I- (D$B)* (D,;:B) I 
X+ K*A*L 1 I-L*L ’ 
Taking X= -K*A*L, we can conclude that there is XE B(s%, jr,) such 
that T, is a contraction if and only if 
Z-(D,‘C*)* (D,‘C*)>O (7) 
and 
f-(D,$B)* (D,.‘B)aO. (8) 
The operator inequality (7) is valid if and only if there is a contraction W 
such that C= WD,, that is, A*A + C*C d I. Thus (7) is valid if and only 
if ( 1) is valid. Similarly (8 ) is valid if and only if (2 ) is valid. 
Further according to the Schur theorem, these considerations show that 
T, is a contraction for an operator X if and only if there is a contraction ~ ___ 
Z from ran(D,) to ran(D,) such that 
X+ K*A*L= D,ZD,. 
This completes the proof. [ 
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THEOREM 2. g in addition to ( 1) and (2), relations (3 ), (4), and (5 ) me 
valid, then there is an operator XE B(I&, Xl) such that T,, is a contraction 
and 
$:]=[ ::1- 
Proof It is sufficient to prove the existence of the operator 
XE B(X,, X2) for which d,Y~O and - y, AX J-1 [ 1 - Y2 =0. x2 (9) 
By Theorem 1 for an operator X= -K*A*L + D,ZD, with a contraction ~ ___ 
Z from ran(D,) to ran(D,) the operator A,> 0. Consider that 
where 
r 00 0 
A’!‘= 00 0 x 00 0;. 
L 0 0 D,Z*D, 
and 
r IA 0 A+ A*I C* 
0 C K*K 
B* 0 -L*AK 
Since 
K*K - K*A*L 
-L*AK L*L 1 
0 
0 
D,ZD, 
D; 1 
I. 
B 
0 
- K*A*L 
L*L 
=([A: ;I-“[:* :])*([A” :I-“[:* J) 
THE STRONG PARROTT THEOREM 
and 
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0 C K*K - K*A*L 
B* 0 -L*AK L*L 1 
=([A” :I-“[:* :I)*[:* :]-“[A: :* :I? 
(4) and (5) imply that 
A@’ .Y = 0. 
Therefore for (9) it suffices to choose a contraction Z such that 
0: D,ZD, -Y, 
D,Z*D, 0; I[ 1 x2 = 0, 
which is equivalent to the relations 
D, Y, = ZD, X2, 
and 
(10) 
Z*D, Y, = D, X,. (11) 
On the other hand, (3), (4), and (5) imply that 
Y:D; Y, = X:0’, X,. (12) 
In fact, when A is strict contraction, it follows from (3), (4), and (5) that 
Y,*D; Yz - XTDZ, X, 
= Y,*Y2 - X:X, - Y,*K*KY, + X-j+L*LX, 
= X,+X, - Y: Y, - YpCD,;‘C* Y2 + X;B*D,;.Z BX, by (3) 
=X:X,- Y;cY,-(XT- Y:A) D,‘(X,-A*Y,) 
+ (Y: - X:A*) D.;.2( Y, -AX,) by (4) and (5) 
=X:(1-D,;‘+ A*AD,,‘) X, - Y:(I- 0;: + AA*D,;*‘) Y, 
zz 0. 
The general case is proved by using formula (6). Now since (12) implies 
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that there is a partial isometry Z with initial space ran(D,X2) and range 
space ran(I), Yz) satisfying (lo), and this operator Z satisfies (11). This 
completes the proof. 1 
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